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Discussion on the development
of offshore floating photovoltaic
plants, emphasizing marine
environmental protection
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The development of solar energy is one of the most effective means to deal with

the environmental and energy crisis. The floating photovoltaic (PV) system is an

attractive type because of its multiple advantages and has been well developed

based on fresh water areas on land. This paper focuses on the expansion of this

sector towards the ocean, offshore floating PV plants, which is the new growth

point with huge potential for the future PV sector. For this new field, the

technology readiness level is really low and research to understand the

interaction between offshore floating PV plants and marine environment are

proceeding. In this paper, we aim to discuss the technological feasibility of

offshore floating PV plants as well as analyze potential impacts on the marine

environment during the life cycle of PV from manufacturing until disposal.
KEYWORDS

floating photovoltaic, offshore, marine environment protection, technological
feasibility, life cycle of photovoltaic, potential impacts
1 Introduction

In response to the increasingly serious energy and environmental crisis, the

development and utilization of clean and renewable energy has always been a hot spot

in the world (Kabir et al., 2018; Massa et al., 2021). Among all kinds of new energy,

photovoltaic (PV) solar energy is regarded as one of the most promising and fastest-

growing renewable (see Figure 1). And, as an important component of PV solar energy, the

floating PV systems are growing at an accelerated pace (see Figure 1) (Spencer et al., 2019;

Wang and Lund, 2022; Zhang et al., 2023). In terms of environmental impact, the life cycle

of PV systems (from the manufacturing stage to installation and operation, decommission

and disposal or recycling of solar PV equipment) was equivalent to 4.5% of that of the

current coal-based electrical power system (Xie et al., 2018). A well-ordered Life-Cycle

Assessment Method (LAC), which has been accomplished by maintaining the ISO
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(International Organization for Standards) standards14040:2006 and

14044:2006 (Mahmud et al., 2018). It has been used by following the

four basic steps (goal and scope definition, life-cycle inventory, Life-

cycle environmental-impact evaluation as well as impact outcome

interpretation) to assess the environmental impacts of solar

technologies like solar PV and solar-thermal systems and compare

their effects on the environment using sixteen impact indicators.

PV systems are mainly classified as ground-mounted, roof, and

floating ones. Due to the low power density of sunlight, PV system

requires much space, which has significantly limited the onshore

PV expansion (Trapani and Redón Santafé, 2014; Vervloesem et al.,

2022). Considering a PV panel efficiency of 15%, setting up a 1

MWp power station needs 10,000 m2 of land area (Ghosh, 2023).

Since 71% of the Earth’s surface area is occupied by the ocean, this

has been provided to be an ideal location for renewable energy

power plants such as offshore wind and photovoltaic farms (Fan

et al., 2022). There is an increasing interest from industries to

expand PV to oceans, where the PV systems have endless space, less

dust, more light and lower temperature (Tina et al., 2018; Oliveira-

Pinto and Stokkermans, 2020; Pouran et al., 2022; Wang and Lund,

2022). A detailed comparative analysis of various marine renewable

energies (wave, tide, current, thermal energy conversion, salinity

gradient, wind and solar) from several aspects of the theoretical and

technical energetic potential, levelised cost of energy, total installed

capacity worldwide and power density has been summarized in

Table 1. According to the above table, for the moment, offshore

wind power is considered to be the most mature marine renewable

energy, which possesses the lowest levelised cost of energy (115

euro/MWh for 2018) and the largest total installed capacity

worldwide (58 GW for 2021). For floating PV plants, it is not

difficult to see that freshwater PV plant with levelised cost of energy

of 25-51euro/MWh is much more mature than offshore one (354

euro/MWh for 2020). At the same time, the unparalleled theoretical

energetic potential (220,000-1,000,000 TWh/yr) and the predictable

and rapidly declining levelised cost of energy (354 euro/MWh for

2020 and 40 euro/MWh for 2050) highlight the huge development

space of offshore PV power generation systems. The offshore PV

modules possess higher efficiencies (an increase of 5 to 15%) due to

the cooling effect of the water and higher wind speed (Trapani and
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
Millar, 2014; Claus and López, 2022; Pouran et al., 2022; Jathar

et al., 2023). Although, for the moment, the harsh marine

environment still is an obstacle to the development of offshore

PV plants in terms of technology and cost, the offshore PV plants

always are attractive and there may be no choice but to consider to

reduce carbon emissions and maintain energy security for small

island nations (Malta and Singapore, etc.) or nations with

comparatively large coastal areas (e.g. Netherlands) (Golroodbari

et al., 2023). Some offshore PV plants are summarized in Table 2.

In general, offshore PV systems can be roughly divided into two

categories: fixed pile-based PV systems and floating PV systems

(Wang and Lund, 2022). The fixed pile-based PV systems are

stationary PV systems in offshore or tidal areas, where the water

depth is less than 5 meters. This kind of system is characterized by

relatively lower technical difficulty, and higher safety, but also a

higher initial investment. This financial benefit of such a bottom-

fixed solution significantly decreases with increasing water depth

due to the largely increased piling cost. The floating ones refer to the

use of floating materials and anchoring systems to make

photovoltaic modules, inverters and other power generation

equipment floating in the ocean for power generation (Rosa-Clot

et al., 2010). It is believed that offshore floating PV has a wider range

of applications, but the current technology maturity is relatively low

from materials to structural design to operations and maintenance

to cope with the marine environment, which is much harsher than

the freshwater environment on land (Claus and López, 2022; Wang

and Lund, 2022). Relatively mature design and build programs have

been established for freshwater-based floating PV systems due to

their early development. The recommended practice of freshwater-

based floating PV systems will be useful to refer to, but offshore PV

plants have much higher technical requirements and we cannot

copy these practices or guidelines of freshwater-based PV systems.

To promote the commercialization of the sector and protect the

marine ecology environment to the greatest extent, it is necessary to

discuss the technical development of offshore floating PV plants.

This paper aims to analyze potential impacts on the marine

environment during the life cycle of PV from manufacturing until

disposal, as well as discussing the corresponding technical solution

to eliminate or attenuate the aforementioned impacts. In addition,
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FIGURE 1

(A) World net electricity generation (trillion kWh) (Zhang et al., 2023); (B) Growth trend of cumulative global installed capacity (MW) of floating PV
during 2011-2030. (Silalahi and Blakers, 2023).
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we try to highlight existing production and design technologies and

investigate the possible solutions in terms of the commercialization

of offshore floating PV plants. The paper is organized, in order of

the life cycle of offshore floating PV plants as follows. The

manufacture and design of the offshore floating PV plants from

overall structural to individual components are summarized in

Section 2. The assemblage and installation of the PV plants are

presented in Section 3. Degradation, and Operation and

maintenance systems are detailed in Section 4. Section 5 presents

the decommissioning and disposal of the PV equipment.
2 Manufacture and design

Although suffering from harsh environments such as saltwater

corrosion, great wind and wave, UV degradation and bio-fouling,
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
the designed service life of offshore floating PV plants is not less

than twenty-five years (Sahu and Sudhakar, 2019). Therefore,

reasonable structural design and material selection are

particularly important (see Figure 2). Due to the immaturity of

marine PV plants, there is no specific standard for this sector (Wu

et al., 2019). As the freshwater floating PV plant started earlier than

offshore one and is much more mature, a comparative study of the

two types of floating PV plants will play a positive role in the

development of offshore photovoltaics. Table 3 illustrated

the comparative analysis of the freshwater floating PV plants and

the offshore ones. In terms of resistance to environmental loads and

corrosion, construction and maintenance, the technical

requirements and cost investment of offshore PV systems are

much higher than those of freshwater PV.

In 2021, DNV provided the recommended practices for

freshwater floating solar design (DNV, 2021). It is certain that the
TABLE 1 Comparative analysis of various marine renewable energies.

Marine
renewable
energies

Theoretical energetic
potential (TWh/yr)

Technical
energetic
potential
(TWh/yr)

Levelised Cost of Energy
(euro/MWh)

Total installed
capacity
worldwide

Power
density

Wave 8,000-80,000
or
16,000-32,000
(Taveira-Pinto et al., 2020)

4380-17,000
(Samsó
et al., 2023)

600-1100 (2015)
200 (2025)
150 (2030)
100 (2035)
(Taveira-Pinto et al., 2020)

0.56 GW
(Samsó et al., 2023)

12-35 kWp/
km2

(Yang
et al., 2019)

Tide 22,000-25,880
(Taveira-Pinto et al., 2020)

500-2365
(Samsó
et al., 2023)

450-710 (2015)
150 (2025)
100 (2030)
(Taveira-Pinto et al., 2020)

500 MW
(Global info
research, 2023)

5 MWp/km2

(Wen and
Lin, 2022)

Current 6,000
(Taveira-Pinto et al., 2020)

1,000-2,000
(Taveira-Pinto
et al., 2020)

Thermal
energy conversion

30,000-90,000
(Taveira-Pinto et al., 2020)

10,000-40,000
(Taveira-Pinto
et al., 2020)

23-40kWp/
km2

(Du
et al., 2022)

Salinity gradient 27,667
(Taveira-Pinto et al., 2020)

5,177
(Taveira-Pinto
et al., 2020)

50-500
MW/km2

(Arias and
Heras, 2020)

Wind 73,164
15,768-77,964
(Samsó et al., 2023)

52,500-
420,878
(Samsó
et al., 2023)

115(2018),
57-100 (2035)
(Taveira-Pinto et al., 2020)

41.6 GW (2016) (Weiss
et al., 2018)
58 GW (2021) (Samsó
et al., 2023)

5-10 MWp/
km2

(Ghosh,
2023)

Offshore
floating Solar

220,000-1,000,000
(Mühlberger et al., 2023)

354 (2020)
50(2030 Netherlands)
40(2050 Netherlands)
(PV-magazine, 2022)

100-200
MWp/km2

(Ghosh,
2023)

Freshwater
floating Solar

6,000-60,000
(Ma and Liu, 2022)

25-51
(Oliveira-Pinto and Stokkermans, 2020; Rosa-
Clot and Tina, 2020; Kumar et al., 2021)

1GW (2018)
(Oliveira-Pinto and
Stokkermans, 2020)
2GW (2019)
(Kumar et al., 2021)
3GW (2021)
(Pouran et al., 2022)
10-30 GW (2030)
(Shi et al., 2023)

100-200
MWp/km2

(Ghosh,
2023)
f
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TABLE 2 Some installed offshore PV systems worldwide.

Offshore PV placement categories Name of plant/region Operating
from

Location Capacity
(kW)

Offshore Floating PV Heliofloat (Heliofloat, 2016) 2016 Australian /

Zon-op-Zee (Oceans of Energy, 2022) 2017 Dutch North Sea 50

MPVAQUA (Tractebel, 2023) 2018 North Sea, Belgian /

Frøya in Norway (Moss Maritime, 2022) 2020 Trondheim, Norway /

Johor strait (Sunseap, 2022) 2021 Woodlands, Singapore 5000

KRISO’s tank (KHNP, 2021) 2021 South Korea 2100

King Elder (SolarDuck, 2022) 2021 Gelderland, Netherlands 65

Hai Yang (Ocean Sun, 2022) 2022 Shandong, China 500

Yantai (CIMC RAFFLES, 2023) 2023 Shandong, China 400

Fixed Pile-Based Photovoltaic Systems Solarsea (Swimsol, 2014) 2014 Maldives 15

Zhoushan (CHN ENERGY, 2022) 2021 Zhejiang, China 2695
F
rontiers in Marine Science
 04
 f
B
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FIGURE 2

Flexible design of offshore floating PV: (A) Modified solar modules mounted on a flexible floating membrane (Ocean Sun, 2022); (B) Rigid offshore
PV modules with hinged connectors.
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TABLE 3 Comparative analysis of freshwater floating PV plants and offshore floating PV plants.
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recommended practice will be useful to refer to, but offshore PV

plants have much higher technical requirements. For example, the

sea-based floating PV systems have to bear a higher overall load

(2135 kN) than the lake-based one (1245 kN) possesses a three

times bigger capacity (Ikhennicheu et al., 2021; Kumar et al., 2021).

In addition, it is claimed that the energy loss to moving modules due

to waves can range from 3% for medium wave intensity up to 9% for

extreme wave intensity (Golroodbari et al., 2023). Since many

design aspects are common, drawing on the standards of mature

sectors such as offshore oil and gas and even the ones of the

relatively advanced offshore wind power sector become an

effective compromise (DNV, 2021). For example, the Eurocodes

(Eurocode 0 to 4 for concrete, steel or composite steel and concrete

structures) specify how structural design of infrastructures should

be conducted within the European Union (Claus and López, 2022).

It is noteworthy that offshore floating PV plants possess less weight

per wet surface and more deck area than other offshore energy

plants. Thus, when drawing on the standards of other mature

sectors, the destructive power of wave load including resonance

and fatigue damage needs to be fully considered (Ranjbaran

et al., 2019).

The floating PV plant normally consists of the PV module,

the float and the anchoring and mooring systems (see

Figure 3). When exposed to harsh marine environments, the key

criteria for evaluating the PV plants from overall structures to

individual components are the cost, the robustness and the

environment impact.
2.1 PV module

From the perspective of photovoltaic technology, it is roughly

divided into five types: crystalline silicon (Mono-Si, Multi-Si, etc.),

thin-film [amorphous-Si (a-Si), CdTe (cadmium telluride), etc.],

hybrid PV [Heterojunction Intrinsic Thin-Layer (HIT), Perovskite],

dye-sensitized and organic PV (single- layered, multi-layered)

(Kumar and Kumar, 2017) (see Figure 4). Currently, large-scale

floating PV installations have mainly employed crystalline silicon
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
wafer-based modules (Claus and López, 2022). Finding the most

suitable PV technology for offshore PV plants is difficult and

complex. This is due to the following reasons: there is limited

comparative data reported in the literature on the performance of

different PV technologies on the water surface; data collection of the

performance of PV technologies on the seawater surface is short-

term (less than 2 years) and lacks the support of long-term data; the

performance of different PV technologies fluctuates greatly

depending on the local climate of the area (temperature,

humidity, light, wind speed, etc.) in which they are installed. IEC

61724 provides some metrics to analyze the performance of PV

systems or technologies under local climatic conditions (IEC, 2021).

From the performance point of view, preliminary comparisons

between different technologies have been implemented (Table 4).

The authors reported the better performance of HIT and CdTe

technologies as compared to multi-Si. Additionally, the degradation

rate of these PV technologies is also found better than the multi-Si

technology on the water surface (Kumar and Kumar, 2019; Kumar

et al., 2020). The performance of c-Si-based technologies such as

HIT and multi-Si modules is found to be lower on the water surface

than the corresponding PV technologies on the ground surface.

However, a thin-film technology such as CdTe has higher

performance on the water surface than the corresponding CdTe

technology on the ground surface (Kumar and Kumar, 2019).

From the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions point of view,

among different PV systems, GHG emission factors from thin-

film technology (7.4-35 gCO2 eq./kWh) are sensibly lower-carbon

than those of silicon-based PV (23-83 gCO2 eq./kWh) (Zhang et al.,

2023) (Table 4). From the toxic metal content point of view, the

content of Cd in CdTe PV cell is significantly higher than that in

crystalline silicon (c-Si), amorphous silicon (a-Si), and copper-

indium-gallium-selenide (CIGS) PV cells, while lead (Pb) content

in c-Si is relatively high (Table 4). The highly toxic elements, such as

Pb and Cd, are carcinogens and hazardous at even low doses. If not
FIGURE 3

Components of a generic offshore floating PV system (Claus and
López, 2022).
FIGURE 4

Summary of different PV technologies.
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properly deposed and recycled, toxic metals utilized in the PV cell

materials such as Pb and Cd could be released. As reported, from

the performance point of view alone, thin-film technology carries

less environmental life cycle impact than the first generation,

including multi-Si and mono-Si technology, does. (Kumar et al.,

2021) In order to eliminate the impacts of toxic metals in PV

modules on the marine environment: 1. Developing packaging

technology and protective coatings to ensure that no leaching and

leakage of heavy metal ions occurs during operation; 2. New

generation PV technologies such as dye-sensitized solar panels,

perovskite and organic solar panels should be developed (Nain and

Kumar, 2020). Bella et al. (Bella et al., 2016) reported an effective

polymeric dye-sensitized solar cells based floating PV system, which

can be made transparent and low-density, leading to good bio-

friendliness, flexibility and floating capacity.

As a popular and fast-growing PV technology, bifacial

technology is a non-negligible candidate for developing offshore

floating PV plants. As the name suggests, bifacial modules can

concurrently absorb light from both front and back sides, which

endows this technology with significant benefits, compared to
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
mono-facial ones, such as higher power generation efficiency,

smaller area consumption for same watt-peak installation (Ziar

et al., 2020; Kumar et al., 2021). Compared with monofacial

modules, it has been proved that the energy gain of bifacial

modules was increased by 13.5% with a smoother daily power

curve (Gibbons, 2016; Ziar et al., 2020). Therefore, in terms of

energy yield potential, the application of this technology will

contribute to the further development of offshore floating PV

plants. However, to combine them effectively, for the moment,

there are some potential issues that need to be considered (Table 5).

Mounting PVmodules at steep angles will be conducive for the back

sides of modules to effectively capture sunlight. Given harsh marine

environments that possess much larger environmental loads than

those of freshwater bodies and there is no shelter from wind, the tilt

angle of PVmodules as well as the height of modules from the water

have to be significantly compromised to ensure safety. Additionally,

the power generation of the PV module backside depends on the

intensity of reflected light from the water surface, which varies with

wind speed, wave motion and solar altitude angle. Albedo refers to

the fraction of solar energy reflected from various surfaces in forms
TABLE 5 Analysis of the application of bifacial for offshore floating PV plants.

Mounting PV modules Reflected
light

Albedo
impact

Cooling effect
of water

Measures for improvement

Given large environmental loads, the tilt
angle of PV modules and the height of
modules from the water have to be
significantly compromised to
ensure safety.

Varies with
wind speed,
wave motion
and solar
altitude angle

The albedo of the
water surface (5-8%)
is lower than that of
the ground surface
(13-15%)

The bifacial
technology is not
well suited to take
advantage of the
cooling effect
of water.

Using reflectors to increase the intensity of reflected
light; Taking into account the most important
geometrical parameters such as tilt angle, pitch, height
from the water and the ratio of pitch to module length,
to optimize the design configuration.
TABLE 4 Preliminary comparisons between different PV technologies.

PV
technology

Performance
ratio on land
and water

Degradation rate
on land
and water

Greenhouse
gas emissions
(gCO2

eq./kWh)

Toxic metal
content
weight %

Advantages

Crystalline
silicon

mono-
Si

70-81.5%
(Kumar and
Kumar, 2017)

0.8-1.9%/year (Jordan
and Kurtz, 2011)

23-83 (Zhang
et al., 2023)

Pd 0.005-0.1
(Zhang et al., 2023)

Easy availability, decent conversion
efficiency, the most dominating
technology (Kumar and
Kumar, 2017)

multi-
Si

73.8% and 71.9%
(Kumar and
Kumar, 2019)

0.93%/year and 1.32%/
year (Kumar and
Kumar, 2019)

Thin film a-Si 73-88%
(Kumar and
Kumar, 2017)

2-5%/year
(Limmanee et al., 2016)

7.4-35 (Zhang
et al., 2023)

Pd ≤0.1 (Zhang
et al., 2023)

Commercially available, low cost,
high efficiency. (Trapani and
Millar, 2013)

CdTe 88.0% and 90.8%
(Rawat et al., 2016;
Kumar and
Kumar, 2019)

1.41%/year and 1.68%/
year (Rawat et al., 2016;
Kumar and
Kumar, 2019)

Pd ≤0.01, Cd 0.05-
0.12, Cr 0.02-0.0006
(Zhang et al., 2023)

Hybrid PV HIT 86.3% and 86.0%
(Kumar and
Kumar, 2019)

0.53%/year and 0.48%/
year (Emmott et al.,
2016; Kumar and
Kumar, 2019)

Commercially available, low cost,
high efficiency. (Kumar and
Kumar, 2017)

Organic PV 20%/year (Emmott
et al., 2016)

37.7 (Lizin
et al., 2013)

Semitransparent, High power
conversion efficiency (Kini
et al., 2021)
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of direct and diffuse radiation (Rosa-Clot and Tina, 2018). Based on

some studies, the albedo of the water surface (5-8%) is lower than

that of the ground surface (13-15%) (Liu et al., 2018; Ziar et al.,

2020). This indicates that reflectors are necessary for offshore

floating PV plants to effectively combine bifacial technology. The

cooling effect of water is one benefit of floating PV to lead to an

average of 5% increase in power generation efficiency. To take

advantage of this, the module should be mounted at low angles and

near the water surface, which will be detrimental to the absorption

of light on the backside of the PV panel.

While the above issues need to be fully explored, it doesn’t

negate the fact that the offshore floating bifacial PV technology is a

viable option in the future. Although the data of the long-term field

performance of this technology is lacking, scientists have made

some meaningful explorations. Ziar et al. (Ziar et al., 2020)

simulated the various orientation and tilt angles for the bifacial

PV module and the optimum orientation and tilt angle have opted

for the installation with or without reflectors on the water bodies. In

the case of using reflector, to maximize the total radiation, the

reflector should be installed under the bifacial PV module at right

distance but not too close. Taking into account the most important

geometrical parameters of the floating bifacial PV module such as

tilt angle, pitch, height from the water and the ratio of pitch to

module length, Tina et al. (Tina et al., 2021) proposed the optimum

design configuration. According to the study, the increasing of tilt

angle, height from the water in a certain limit will be beneficial to

increase the efficiency of energy generation. Hasan et al. (Hasan and

Dincer, 2020) have simulated the floating bifacial PV systems and

the results indicated that PV modules aligned in north/south

directions could produce a maximum of 55% growth in exposure

to irradiance in comparison with conventional modules and the

growth of the ones aligned in east/west directions was estimated to

be 33%.

Manufacturing of photovoltaic modules for marine

environments has to take into account the higher environmental

loads and effects of salt deposition and its corrosive nature. The

component and panel evaluations have to be performed in real and

simulated floating conditions, which includes component salt spray,

panel vibration, corrosion, oxidation, immersion and UV exposure

tests. The modules for ocean installation are needed to undergo a

Salt Mist Corrosion test according to the IEC 61,701 standards for

special certification (Sahu et al., 2016). Gretkowska et al.

(Gretkowska, 2018), recommended that PV modules employed in

floating projects must be protected from direct contact with saline

water, and the selection of adequate PV technology is critical as

Copper Indium Gallium Selenide (CIGS) PV technology showed

the most impact from the salt deposition. In another effort,

Setiawan et al. (Setiawan et al., 2019), explored the behavior of

PV panels under the off-shore floating conditions by splashing

seawater on the modules. The accumulation of salt particles after

three days of treatment could result in a drop of 1.3778W and 0.948

in power and efficiency respectively.

Minimiz ing seawater adhes ion by increas ing the

hydrophobicity and optimizing the geometrical shape of the PV

panel surface deserves further research. Given that nearly any metal

will corrode over time and therefore alternatives to standard
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aluminium frames and mounts with polymer-based ones are

desired. Ethylene-vinyl acetate is a polymer that can isolate PV

cells from the flow of electrons, structural strength and defend the

external face by substantially avoiding water accumulation at its

joining parts (Kim et al., 2021). Mechanical properties can be

enhanced by increasing panel stiffness or by mounting strings and

cells on the neutral axis. The crack formation can be partially

mitigated using encapsulants with lower elasticity and rectangular

or half-cut cells (Claus and López, 2022).
2.2 Floating systems

Floating systems provide foundation support or platform for all

working components of PV plants as well as human accessibility.

Currently, available structure for floating PV systems includes

structure 1, 2 and 3 (Figure 5). For structure 1, the floating

systems include high-density polyethylene (HDPE) or fiber-

reinforced plastic (FRP) based floating pipes consists of

aluminium and steel rafts. For structure 2, the floating and rafts

are made with HDPE. Structure 3 contains a main float supporting

for PV and a second float for maintenance. The floating pontoon

can connect together to form a large single-unit structure to hold a

PV module (Kim, 2017). In response to long-term exposure to

harsh marine environments, the selection of appropriate materials

thus becomes crucial. Nowadays, the most common material used

in floating PV plants is HDPE, which is characterized as corrosion-

resistant, UV-resistant, maintenance free and has high tensile

strength (Sahu and Sudhakar, 2019; Kumar et al., 2021). In

addition, there are other materials available, such as medium-

density polyethylene (MDPE), fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP), and

ferro-cement (Sahu et al., 2016; Gorjian et al., 2021). The floats, in

case of sinking, will have a lasting damaging effect on the marine

environment. So, it can be filled with polystyrene foam, which

decreases the risk of sinking even if damaged (Kumar et al., 2021).

From an environmental point of view, there is a potential risk of

slowly releasing organic hydrocarbon pollutants. Another risk to

consider is the generation of micro-nano plastic particles, which

may cause unpredictable ecological risks (Andrady, 2011; Claus and

López, 2022). They can be accumulated in aquatic organisms to

bring various physical injuries, and may eventually reverberate

humans through the food chain (Kumar et al., 2021). To date, as

offshore floating PV plant is in its infancy, there has been no

systematic assessment of the environmental impact of the above

materials. To protect the marine ecological environment,

developing new environmentally friendly floating and coating

materials is necessary.

Compared to freshwater bodies, there are much larger

environmental loads in harsh marine environments, such as wind

loads, wave loads, current loads, etc. As the most common threat to

the offshore environment, wind loads have evaluation systems

based on wind tunnel testing, digital simulation as well as the

method proposed by DNVGL-RP-C205 (DNV, 2021), etc. In

addition, the wind loads on floating PV structures were also

analytically estimated (Kim et al., 2017; Ikhennicheu et al., 2021)

and numerically analyzed (Choi et al., 2021). Thus, offshore floating
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PV plants can be reasonably designed to minimize the wind loads,

especially the shape of the floating body and the incidence angle of

the wind. It is not difficult to imagine that the smaller the tilt of the

PV panels, the smaller the wind loads. However, a balance needs to

be found for optimizing illumination and minimizing wind loads

(Gorjian et al., 2021). By the way, in terms of current loads, it also

can be estimated by the method proposed by DNVGL-RP-C205

(DNV, 2021).

To cope with the wave loads, flexible structures including PV

modules and floats are applicable for large-area offshore floating PV

arrays. (Trapani and Millar, 2014; Cazzaniga et al., 2018) The wave

loads can be greatly dissolved by moving with the wave rather than

directly withstanding its force. Logically, the above flexible structure

design also reduces the load on the mooring systems. The common

flexible types currently include thin-film flexible modules,

crystalline modules backed with flexible foam as well as rigid

modules with hinged connectors (see Figure 2). The

characteristics of the above three flexible structures are

summarized in Table 6. Thin-film flexible modules are designed

to float on water bodies with the aid of air pockets and eliminate the

pontoon structure, which leads to a water contact-induced cooling

and cleaning nature. The self-cooling is beneficial for power

generation efficiency (increasing to between 5 and 15%).

However, this flexible structure is unable to tilt modules to

optimally determine the inclination of PV panels and the

alignment of the modules is always changing, which leads to
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reduced energy absorption (Trapani and Millar, 2014; Kougias

et al., 2016). From an economic perspective, the thin-film floating

plants benefit from less material usage, lighter structural weight,

lower mooring load and fewer components (Trapani and Millar,

2015). In the case of crystalline modules backed with flexible foam,

designed by Ocean Sun, the main components include buoyancy

rings, membranes, and PV modules. The operating temperature of

the module is reduced due to the cool water below the buoyancy

rings, leading to higher yields than air-cooled systems. The obvious

advantage of this type is that connectors are almost avoided, which

are usually the most vulnerable parts. As a result, the stability of the

entire structure will be significantly improved. In addition, the

customizability of flexible membranes is also an advantage to adapt

to different environments and construction needs. Linking rigid

modules with hinged connectors to form flexible large arrays is

another flexible design of floating PV plants. As the most critical

component and the long-standing challenge of this structure, the

connectors need to be rationally designed (e.g., rigid, semi-rigid,

and flexible) based on multi-analysis such as coupling analysis to

meet project requirements and optimize production costs (Jiang

et al., 2021).

To cope with wind and wave loads, another intuitive design is

submerged rigid PV plants, which avoid the direct impact of wind

and waves by sinking to a certain depth below the water surface (see

Figure 6). Although the concept was proposed by Stachiw decades

ago, it has not achieved large applications of PV plants due to some
FIGURE 5

Commercially available three different types of structures employed for floating PV application (Kim, 2017; Ghosh, 2023).
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issues. In order to ensure sufficient light intensity, the depth of the

PV dive should generally not exceed 0.5 meters and this will

significantly limit the avoidance effect of wave loads (Shi et al.,

2023). It is true that the operating temperature of the device is

reduced due to cool seawater, the prolonged immersion will place

high technical demands on the stability of the equipment to deal

with the corrosion of seawater and the adhesion and corrosion of

organisms and thus increase costs. In any case, the positive aspects

of this concept cannot be denied, especially its emergency sheltering
Frontiers in Marine Science 10
potential against extreme weather, if controlled dives can

be achieved.
2.3 Mooring and anchor

As the cornerstone of the entire offshore floating PV plant, the

stability of the mooring system must be ensured. In 2021, DNV has

recommended practice for designing floating PV mooring systems

in freshwater (DNV, 2021). This could be a good technical

reference, but significantly larger environmental loads on the

marine environment needed to be fully taken into account.

Ikhennicheu et al. (Ikhennicheu et al., 2021) found that the wave

load can contribute significantly to the total load (~ 50%) on

floating PV plants in offshore locations, based on a quasi-static

analytical method. This means that the stability of mooring systems

under wave action is very important.

As mooring lines, the marine ones are usually made of steel

chains or wire ropes to resist harsher environments (Sahu et al.,

2016). The use of steel chains or wire ropes is mainly due to its

safety and certainty (DNV, 2021). As the most commonly used

material in engineering construction, chain and wire ropes can be

tested by various standards or methods such as Staad and

ProStructures software, to ensure their sufficient bearing capacity.

However, in order to commercialize this sector, the research and

development of new alternative materials is also very necessary.

This is because of the corrosion problem of the steel itself in the

ocean and the cost. Given larger water surface variations due to

tides and storm surges and the need to avoid slack to produce

sudden jerks for the mooring points, the elastic mooring systems

based on rubber with good ductility have been proposed, such as

superflex rope (Huang et al., 2018). As an important complement to

traditional mooring systems, the elastic mooring system still does

not solve the cost problem. In addition, its safety and certainty to

resist harsh environments of marine lack long-term data support. A

comparative analysis of the above two systems is shown in Table 7.

Zeng et al. (Zeng et al., 2023) reported a novel adaptive barrier-

mooring system for coastal floating PV plants, consists of perimeter

pontoons, barriers, clump weights, mooring lines and anchors

(Figure 7). It is cheaper in materials and maintenance as well as

more wave-stable (improved by 40% under wave action),
TABLE 6 Comparative analysis of the three common flexible types of
offshore floating PV plants (Shi et al., 2023).

Thin-film
flexible
modules

Crystalline
modules
backed with
flexible foam

Rigid
modules
with
hinged
connectors

Advantages Water contact-
induced cooling
and cleaning
nature;
Less material
usage, lighter
structural weight,
lower mooring load
and fewer
components;
Insurance cost is
expected to
be reduced.

Cheaper than
pontoon-based
FPVs;
The water-cooling
effect leads to
higher yields than
air-cooled systems;
Connectors are
almost avoided.
It was claimed to
resist 275 km/h
wind and
withstand huge
mechanical stress
and long-term
sunlight;
Different shapes
and sizes of
flexible membranes
can be selected.

Suitable for
large arrays;
Relatively
mature.

Disadvantages Unable to tilt
modules;
Risks of debonding
of the laminate
film and
degradation of
electrical
performance,
caused by long-
term direct contact
of thin-film PVs on
the water surface.

Difficult to
design reliable
connectors,
including
reasonable
stiffness values
and
damping
matrices.
TABLE 7 Comparative analysis of mooring line materials .

Mooring
lines

Advantages Disadvantages

Rubber with
good
ductility

Elastic mooring cable systems;
Adapt larger water surface
variations due to tides and
storm surges;
Avoid sudden jerks and
damage the mooring points;

Need to be tightened
periodically because of the
creepage of rubber;
The cost is significantly
higher than traditional
mooring lines;
The stability and security
lack long-term data support.

Steel line or
wire rope

Sufficient bearing capacity can
be ensured by various
standards or methods

The corrosion problem;
The cost is high.
FIGURE 6

Submerged rigid PV plants (Cazzaniga et al., 2018).
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compared to mooring systems using elastic cables. In addition, the

new mooring system enables the floating solar farm to adapt up to

36% of water depth without introducing slack in the

mooring cables.

From the perspective of structural design, four anchoring

modes, catenary, compliant, taut and rigid can be referred to

(Hicks and Culley, 2005) (see Figure 8). Since the catenary

mooring systems only use their self-weight to provide a spring

rate to the float, whether it can withstand the ocean winds and

currents is worrying. Compliant moorings are catenary moorings

that use floats and weights to adjust the layout of the mooring lines.

They can increase the weight of the mooring line and reduce the

mooring radius by connecting the buoy (submerged or surface) and

sinker. In the case of the taut ones, a more significant restoring force

can be provided, but the water level variation due to tides can be

problematic unless elastic mooring lines are adopted. The

installation and maintenance of taut moorings are complex for

deep water compared with excessively heavy catenary. The rigid

systems seem guaranteed but are only economically reasonable for

shallow water, as anchorage structures attached to the seabed are

essential (Claus and López, 2022).

Normally, to well control the floating platform, especially for

the one with lightweight, a relatively rigid mooring system is

preferable. However, too rigid mooring system will impact the

flexible structure of floating platforms to resist environment loads

such as wave loads. The balance between the above aspects is the

focus of the structural design of the mooring system.

Until now, anchoring systems designed for the floating marine

PV industry segment remain a challenge. The general consensus is
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to draw on the traditional marine structures designs and from other

marine renewable energy (MRE) technologies (Xu et al., 2019).

According to traditional marine anchoring systems, dead weights,

drag anchors, embedded anchors or suction foundations are all

taken into account for the offshore floating PV plants (see Figure 9).

Although the dead weight anchor is easy to set up, regardless of the

seabed structure, and will not cause any penetrating damage to the

seabed, it is too inefficient. The drag anchor is preferable for the

soft seabed and the embedded depth depends on loads. For the hard

seabed, the plate anchor is suitable.
3 Assemblage and installation

Due to the harsh and challenging character of the open sea

environment such as great wind and wave, weak capacity of lifting,

towing, maneuvering and positioning of heavy structures, the

assembly and installation of floating PV plants is expensive and

complicated (Oliveira-Pinto and Stokkermans, 2020). Until now,

there is no commercial technology available for this sector, let alone

standards that can be directly consulted to use the best-fit

equipment and operation process. The trade-off, but most

effective, approach is to learn from several mature sectors such as

offshore oil & gas, and offshore wind. Benefiting from these

industrialized solutions that have already been established, the

marine floating PV sector will be able to find safe and low-cost

construction solutions more efficiently. For example, (DNV, 2021)

the offshore standards for planning and execution of marine

operations, mainly developed for offshore oil & gas industries.
FIGURE 7

The novel adaptive barrier-mooring system in the experiments (Zeng et al., 2023).
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From the perspective of marine ecological and hydrological

environmental protection, referring to the on-land PV plants

(Tawalbeh et al., 2021), we put forward some suggestions.
Fron
1. During the construction period, the concomitant domestic

sewage, mechanical equipment flushing wastewater and

oily sewage should be well collected and then treated

onshore. Considering the predictable impacts of the loud

noise generated by large machinery on sensitive marine life,

it is strongly recommended to avoid the migratory and

breeding period of birds, fish and the like.
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2. The large-scale layout of floating PV plants will significantly

prevent sunlight from hitting the sea surface. This will

seriously or even fatally affect a variety of organisms,

including seagrasses and coral reefs. In terms of the

layout density of the solar panel array, it should strike a

balance between making full use of ocean space and

allowing more sunlight to shine into the sea. The

impeded photosynthesis may further affect the content of

dissolved oxygen. Although given the marine environment,

this possibility is slim. Therefore, when selecting a site for

construction, these vulnerable areas should be avoided as
B

C D

A

FIGURE 8

Examples of mooring layouts for floating PV systems (A) catenary, (B) taut mooring, (C) compliant mooring, and (D) rigid mooring (Claus and
López, 2022).
B

C D

A

FIGURE 9

Examples of anchoring systems for the marine environment layouts for floating PV systems (A) dead weight, (B) suction foundation, (C) drag anchor,
(D) embedded anchor (Claus and López, 2022).
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Fron
much as possible. Baradei et al. (Baradei and Sadeq, 2020)

have analyzed the impact of PV systems on the water

quality of the 50 km long channel of a canal in Egypt.

The dissolved oxygen concentrat ion and algae

concentration can be significantly effected, especially in

the case of high coverage of photovoltaic panels (Figure 10).

3. The possible scour between mooring cables and the seabed,

caused by tidal or great wind and waves, may seriously

impact the seagrass beds (Hooper et al., 2021). This issue

should be taken into account at the initial design stage of

mooring systems. The number of anchor points can be

minimized by optimizing the overall design of offshore

floating PV plants. For example, DNV Kema developed the

hexagonal-shaped floating PV plants, inspired by a spider

web structure, to minimize the number of anchor points.

However, the hydrodynamic performance of DNV’s FPV

concept should be fully studied in detail before any

potential application.

4. Given the experience of offshore wind construction, the

possible risk of species invasion should be fully considered

for the construction of offshore floating PV plants (Adams

et al., 2014; Loxton et al., 2017). In order to minimize

ecological damage, the transportation of floating PV

infrastructure should avoid being dragged directly from

the harbor to the deployment site, since ports are often

highly contaminated with non-native species.

5. For the marine ecological environment, the existence of

offshore floating PV plants is not all negative. By design, its

role as an artificial reef can be intentionally expanded and

enhanced. The establishment of a new ecosystem will

compensate for the original affected ecological

environment. For this, we can take inspiration from other

more mature marine renewable energy such as the offshore

wind sector, for which the nature-inclusive design is a must

in some countries of Europe. As a mounted platform and

accompanied by an operation and maintenance system, the

offshore floating PV plants play the role of marine

ecological environment monitoring.
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6. Another potential solution to deal with high construction

costs and possible ecological environmental impacts is the

co-location of offshore floating PV with other marine

renewable energy (MRE) plants (Pérez-Collazo et al.,

2015; Loxton et al., 2017), especially offshore wind plants,

which is considered to be the most mature marine

renewable energy and natural complementary with

offshore floating PV from summertime to wintertime

(Oliveira-Pinto and Stokkermans, 2020; Silalahi and

Blakers, 2023; see Figure 11). By sharing resources such

as logistics, power grid infrastructure, etc., the construction

and operation costs of offshore floating PV will be greatly

reduced (Pérez-Collazo et al., 2015).
Normally, there are two ways to achieve the hybrid: space

sharing and platform sharing. space sharing means the rational

use of space resources to improve the power generation per unit of

marine area (Golroodbari et al., 2021). The integration of offshore

floating PV plants and offshore wind plants is ideal (Silalahi and

Blakers, 2023). The natural complementarity of them from

summertime to wintertime is conducive to the relative stability of

the current output. In addition, the presence of wind turbines will

provide a certain degree of protection for offshore floating PV

plants by reducing the wind speed. Platform sharing indicates the

integration of different MRE types into a platform. This deep

integration approach will make full use of the respective points

and maximize cost reduction. But at present, this technology is not

mature and lacks engineering experience.
4 Degradation, and operation
and maintenance

When the marine floating PV plants are built and put into use,

it will be inevitable to face various types of degradation driven by

harsh environments, including discoloration, corrosion, breakages

and micro-cracks, soiling loss, hot spots, salt deposition as well as
FIGURE 10

Curve of algae concentration as a function of coverage of PV panels
(Baradei and Sadeq, 2020).
FIGURE 11

Shan Dong Peninsula deep-sea “wind +solar” project (Ocean
Sun, 2022).
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delamination and bubbles (Sahu et al., 2016; Mustafa et al., 2020). It

will not only negatively impact the performance of PV panels but

also cause the occurrence of short circuits, fires, etc. (Jathar et al.,

2023). Among them, the soling loss is one of the most common

types of degradation to weaken the performance of PV panels,

caused by dust accumulation, soil cementation, dirt, bird droppings,

soiling and other particles. In the marine environment, the only

source of dust is from air and thus it seems that the dust effect is

smaller than that of onshore PV panels. However, the highly humid

environment promotes soil cementation and dust accumulation on

the module surface. Salt mist can cause corrosion of the PV frames

and metal wire boxes and may accelerate potential-induced

degradation (Shi et al., 2023). By attenuating the absorption of

light, the salt deposition on PV panels will further degrade the

power generation performance of PV modules (Figure 12). The

effects of salt accumulation on PV panels have been investigated by

simulating floating PV modules working in a marine environment

for 30 days. The power performance shrunk by 14-28% and 13-25%

respectively for simulation procedures of immersion and dripping

(Gorjian et al., 2021). Suzuki et al. (Suzuki et al., 2015) reported that

the combined exposure of salt spray followed by high voltage can

easily lead to the degradation of generated power of PV modules,

possibly due to sodium ions penetrating the encapsulation of the

modules. The corrosion caused by salt spray also has a negative

impact on the silicone adhesives that seal the edges of the modules

(Zaharia et al., 2017). In addition, because floating offshore PV

plants can be regarded as artificial reefs, bird activities are very

frequent. Thus, bird dropping becomes a serious issue that not only

shades the PV panel but also leads to hotspots (Wang et al., 2022).
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Although using bird deterrents such as sound systems can be

effective in reducing the impact of bird droppings, this is not

feasible in terms of minimizing environmental impact of the

offshore PV systems. Biofouling is also a very common and tricky

issue during the operation of marine and freshwater floating PV

plants. It will roughen the surface of the structure, obstruct the

dissipation of heat from cables and other components, enhance

corrosion mooring lines as well as weaken light transmittance (Nall

et al., 2017). Hooper et al. (Hooper et al., 2021) reported that fouling

could reduce the fatigue life of wave energy mooring lines by 20%.

Therefore, the development of new materials or processes that are

resistant to biofouling and do not cause negative effects on the

environment will be a necessary requirement.

Effective and efficient methods to determine the degradation

of PV systems are essential and the accurate and early detection of

degradation will be useful for proper planning, estimation and life

cycle analysis. Under normal circumstances, commercialized PV

systems shall have a service period of not less than 20 years, the

degradation rates of the solar panels must be well-defined and be

below 0.8% per year (Kim et al., 2021). As reported by the National

Renewable Energy Laboratory, the degradation modes in modules

for the last 10 years were hot spots (33%) followed by ribbon

discoloration (20%), glass breakage (12%), encapsulant

discoloration (10%), cell breakage (9%), and potential-induced

degradation (8%) (Jordan et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2021). For the

moment, a long-term reliability assessment for floating PV systems

has yet to be established. For offshore floating PV systems, the

higher environmental loads, higher humidity and UV radiation as

well as salt deposition will significantly influence the degradation
FIGURE 12

The process salt deposition on PV panels (Zhang and Yuan, 2021).
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process. Sun et al. (Sun et al., 2018) monitored the module current

and voltage and used the data to calculate the degradation of PV

modules using MPPT. Lyu et al. (Lyu et al., 2019), used a

fluorescence imaging technique to accurately determine the

degradation rate of PV systems. The accelerated aging test is one

of the major analyses that the predictive model is based on (Jordan

and Kurtz, 2011). Kim et al. (Kim et al., 2021) discussed different

types of degradation, accelerated-stress tests, levels, and

prioritization to expand the life expectancy of the PV module by

means of IEC 61215 (The standard qualification test programs for

terrestrial photovoltaic modules). Mannino et al. (Mannino et al.

2023), reported the preliminary study of evaluating the influence of

marine environmental variables on the degradation trend of

photovoltaic modules. Onshore and offshore environmental

variables are used as input for the degradation forecast model and

subjected to numerical simulations to obtain quantitative

results. Two methods for PV degradation forecast Kaaya and

Sumbramaniyan have been used.

All in all, an efficient and environmentally friendly Operation

and maintenance (O&M) system is essential for this sector. O&M

system is also very important to maintain the marine environment,

because it will curb the occurrence of short circuits, fires, sinking

and other accidents that can cause serious environmental impacts.
4.1 Commercial PV O&M systems

Since the 21st century, international PV O&M systems

including intelligent monitoring, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)

inspection, self-cleaning and machine learning have made great

progress, and there are now various types of O&M products suitable

for different platform applications. In terms of intelligent

monitoring systems, Germany Solar-Log and SMA have been in

the global market dominance, followed by Austria Fronius, Israel

SolarEdge and Japan OMRON and other companies. These

products are approaching maturity after years of development

and practice, and can help photovoltaic power generation system

operators to achieve real-time monitoring and data analysis (Kalay

et al., 2022). In terms of UAV inspection technology, the AirRobot

in Germany, Solmetric in the United States, DJ-innovation in China

as well as Heliolytics in Canada are world-renowned (Bhatt et al.,

2018). In terms of self-cleaning technology, the market sales of

SunBrush Mobil in Germany, Ecoppia in Israel, Heliotex in the

United States, DENKA and YAMABIKO in Japan are very large

(Syafiq et al., 2018). In terms of machine learning technology, the

products of Verdigris, Terabase Energy, Aurora Solar, SunPower,

TÜV Rheinland, Fraunhofer ISE and other companies occupy the

main market (Wang et al., 2017). In general, the PV O&M systems

of the United States, Japan and some European countries have been

quite mature, occupying the leading position and countries such as

Canada and Israel have their own expertise in some fields. These

countries have continuously developed and applied advanced

technologies such as infrared, laser, ultrasonic, reverse thermal

inertia, image recognition and artificial intelligence to PV O&M

systems, which has greatly improved the power generation

efficiency and reliability of photovoltaic systems and promoted
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the continuous development of the photovoltaic industry

(Osmani et al., 2020).
4.2 Offshore floating PV O&M systems

Due to the constraints of the marine environment, the

maintenance of offshore floating PV plants will become difficult

in timely cleaning by manpower, troubleshooting of faults, time-

consuming and labor-intensive, especially for the ones far from the

coast. The development of O&M systems aiming at offshore floating

PV plants should be intelligent, unmanned and remote-controlled.

Using UAVs to regularly patrol photovoltaic arrays can reduce

labor costs and improve detection efficiency. At the same time, the

UAV can also collect high-resolution image and video data, analyze

the condition of photovoltaic panels, accurately identify and

locate component defects, and give accurate maintenance

recommendations (Alsafasfeh et al., 2018). Limited by the

endurance of UAVs, generally one to four hours, monitoring is

incoherent and cumbersome, especially for power plants far from

the coast (Ahmed et al., 2020). It will be attractive to develop

wireless charging technology suitable for offshore PV plants to

achieve in-situ charging of UAVs (see Figure 13).

This method of indirectly circumventing the range limitation of

UAVnot only greatly improves the efficiency and automation, but also

reduces O&M costs. The development of efficient self-cleaning

technology is essential to deal with the aforementioned issues such

as dust, bird droppings, etc. (Syafiq et al., 2018)CooperatingwithUAV

inspection to realize on-demand cleaning of the self-cleaning system

and optimizing the design of water flow controls, rotating brushes,

drives, etc., to improve clear efficiency will be the direction (see

Figure 13). From the perspective of marine ecological environmental

protection, the use of any environmentally unfriendly products should

be avoided in the cleaning process (Rosa-Clot, 2020).

Through the analysis and processing of the operation data,

machine learning algorithms can mine potential fault characteristics

and trends, improve the accuracy of prediction, and provide

support for subsequent operation and maintenance. Some U.S.

companies integrate technologies such as machine learning, the

Internet of Things, and cloud computing to enable real-time data

collection and analysis to optimize performance and long-term

reliability (Benkercha and Moulahoum, 2018).

As emerging technologies including cloud computing, big data,

the internet of things and mobile internet continue to evolve, the

predictable development trend of marine PV plants O&M platform

is mainly as follows: 1. Using cloud computing technology to realize

a centralized platform integrating analysis, supervision and

production under multi-level control mode. 2. Using big data

technology to create a big data-driven O&M model and enter the

era of intelligent O&M.
5 Decommission and disposal

Abandoning retired offshore PV directly into the ocean will

cause marine ecological disasters. With the rapid expansion of the
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photovoltaic industry, the recycling of retired PV modules is a very

critical step in line with an attitude of ecological responsibility

(Aman et al., 2015). Efficient recycling technology will significantly

reduce costs and minimize environmental impact. As predicted by

the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) and the

International Energy Agency (IEA), there would be 60-78 million

tons of retired PV modules by 2050. These retired PV modules

would have contained highly toxic heavy metals such as cadmium

(Cd), tellurium (Te), selenium (Se), lead (Pd) and gallium (Ga), etc.,

because they are widely utilized during PV cells’ manufacturing

process. Other essential raw materials such as plastics, polymers,

etc. will release toxic hydrocarbons and produce micro-nano plastic

particles. Since 2012, the EU has established the requirements for

recycling waste PV panels, based on the initial Waste Electrical and

Electronic Equipment (WEEE) regulation. Since then, many

countries in the world have carried out technological research in

this field and some solutions have been commercialized. As

reported, 90% of the materials can be fully recycled. However,

most of these methods are quite complex, not only high energy

consumption, but also accompanied by the use of a large number of

chemical reagents (Tao and Yu, 2015). Until now, recycling seems

to be challenging and the development of new technologies is

imminent. We recommend that the government develop policies

and evaluation systems to ensure that the future PV industry is
Frontiers in Marine Science 16
greener. Encouraging companies to try more green production and

recycling methods through government subsidies.
6 Conclusion

The offshore floating PV plants will become a new growth point

with huge potential for the future PV sector due to their higher

power generation efficiency, much broader layout space, and non-

occupation of precious land resources. However, for this sector

towards the ocean with harsh environment, the technology

readiness level is really low and commercial application is

currently in the exploration stage. This paper discusses the

technological feasibility of commercialization from the perspective

of a life cycle of offshore floating PV plants, emphasizing the

protection of the marine ecological environment. The main

conclusions are as follows.
I. The path to commercialization in any industry is based on

the upgrading of technology and cost control. Although

offshore PV systems are believed to be one of the most

promising types, the enormous environmental loads

imposed by the harsh marine environment is a huge

challenge. For now, efforts are mainly focused on
B

A

FIGURE 13

(A) Wireless charging technology of UAVs (Chu Shan, 2022); (B) Robot cleaning system (Kwunphi, 2022).
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achieving the stability and safety of offshore floating PV

plants. 1. By learning from these industrialized solutions

that have already been established offshore oil & gas,

offshore wind, the marine floating PV sector will be able

to find safe and low-cost construction solutions more

efficiently. 2. In the selection of materials and the overall

structural design, the huge marine environmental loads

should be fully considered. Flexible structures are

applicable for large-area offshore floating PV arrays to

weaken the wave loads. The wind loads can be evaluated

based on wind tunnel testing, digital simulation, and can

be minimized by reasonably designed especially the shape

of the floating body and the incidence angle of the wind. 3.

The structural design of the mooring system takes into

account the actual environmental loads and the seabed

structure. Conventional stainless-steel chains and wires

are used as much as possible to ensure safety to ensure

that the mooring system has sufficient bearing capacity

for the entire power plant. 4.The intelligent O&M systems

based on cloud computing, big data, internet of things and

mobile internet, will be a strong guarantee for the safe

operation of the offshore floating PV plants. 5. By sharing

resources such as logistics, power grid infrastructure with

offshore oil & gas, offshore wind, the construction and

operation costs of offshore floating PV will be

greatly reduced.

II. The impact on the marine environment of the entire life

cycle of offshore floating PV from manufacture to

installation to operation and finally to retirement is

currently unclear. There is an extreme lack of relevant

long-term data to convincingly reveal the extent and law

of impact on the ocean from ecology to hydrology and to

geology. In this paper, we refer to the existing marine

engineering construction standards, photovoltaic

components production and manufacturing processes

and some new environmental protection concepts to

summarize and propose some solutions to minimize the

potential impact on the marine environment. They are

detailed as follows. 1.The construction of PV plants in the

marine environment needs to strictly follow the

corresponding technical standards, and the associated

oil pollution, noise, invasive species and seabed damage

should be strictly controlled. 2. In order to cope with the

possible heavy metal pollution to the marine

environment, micro-nano plastic pollution, etc., a new

generation of heavy metal-free photovoltaic cells such as

organic photovoltaics are being developed, new

environmentally friendly floating materials, anti-

corrosion coatings are also being developed, and the

environment-friendly production process is also being

further upgraded. In addition, efficient recycling
tiers in Marine Science 17
technology will significantly minimize environmental

impact. However, most existing recycling methods are

inefficient, complex, and accompanied by secondary

pollution, and the development of new technologies is

imminent. 3.The co-location and nature-inclusive

concepts are valuable for minimizing environmental

impact. By grafting onto existing infrastructure such as

wind power and offshore oil and gas, new construction

can be avoided as much as possible. To the main body of

the power plant, the design of auxiliary for biological

reproduction is added, so as to compensate for the

affected ecological environment.
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